
The Arts Centre Telford 

Music @ HOME 
Year 6: Music Through Time 

Week 3

Introduction: 
Today we’re going to focus on Baroque music. This is music written from 1600-1750. This 
means it was the music played at the time of the Stuarts and the start of the Hanovers 

Today we’re going to look at Renaissance composers, musical features and some 
instruments used at the time.

Baroque Instruments  
The key feature of Baroque Music is use of Harpsichord and Organ. 

Task 1: Keyboard Instruments 
Here are three pieces of music. 

You need to work out if it’s a piano, harpsichord or organ: 
• Link 1: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SCm9O2KNEX4 
• Link 2: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PhRa3REdozw 
• Link 3: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5cs-IhTdAEA 
• Based on this, which two recordings are Baroque pieces?
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Important Fact: 

The reason that the piano 
is not used in Baroque 

music is because it hadn’t 
been invented by then.

Task 2: Terraced Dynamics 
Dynamics are either loud or quiet with no in between. 

In later music, pieces use a great range of dynamics.  
Use that information to work out if it’s Baroque or not?!

Task Links: 
Example 1  
Example 2
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Make a composer profile about J.S.Bach on an A4 page. Give us all the key facts on 1 page! 

Feel free to email your composer profiles in to: jack@theartscentretelford.com

Har@ABcD27d OrGa)

Task 3: Comparison Exercise 
Here are two piece of music. Answer the questions below: 

• What are the similarities between Renaissance and Baroque? 
• What are the differences between Renaissance and Baroque?
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Task Links: 

Baroque   
Renaissance

Harpsichord: The strings on the inside are 
plucked; There are no pedals; Can only play basic 
dynamics. 
Organ: Air is blown through pipes to make sound; 
The pedals play low notes; Heard in churches.
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